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Multiple bonding configurations for Te adsorbed on the Ge„001… surface
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Using high-resolution x-ray standing waves and low-energy electron diffraction, the structure of Te adsorbed
on Ge~001! was studied. A coverage-dependent structural rearrangement was observed between Te coverages
of 1 and 0.5 monolayer~ML !. At Te coverages near 1 ML, Te was found to adsorb in a bridge site, as expected.
However, at Te coverages near 0.5 ML, a structure unanticipated for Group VI/Group IV adsorption was
discovered. Te-Ge heterodimers were formed with an average valency of 5, allowing them to satisfy all surface
dangling bonds. The results help explain the efficacy of Te as a surfactant in epitaxial growth of Ge/Si~001!.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The clean surface of a semiconductor is generally reac
and reconstructed. Often, a clean surface may be passiv
by the adsorption of a monolayer of a foreign species w
certain chemical characteristics. The surface will be che
cally passivated if this adsorption leads to a reduction
reactivity of the surface, and/or may be electronically pas
vated if electronic states induced by the surface trunca
are removed or quenched.

The passivated surface will have a lower surface ene
than the clean surface, which can have profound effects
the properties of the surface system. For instance, the
nomenon of surfactant-mediated epitaxy~SME! depends
critically on this lowering of the surface energy.1 Briefly,
SME refers to the segregation of the foreign species~the
‘‘surfactant’’! to the vacuum interface when another mater
is deposited on top of the surfactant-terminated surface.
segregation, which is driven by the system’s propensity
maintain a low surface energy, can dramatically alter
kinetics of subsequent epitaxial growth.2 The presence of the
surfactant can delay the onset of three-dimensio
islanding3 for systems that grow in the Stranski-Krastan
mode, or can even allow the construction of thermodyna
cally unstable alloys.4

The present paper focuses on the passivation of the~001!
face of a Group-IV semiconductor@Ge~001!# with a
Group-VI adsorbate~Te!. The motivation for studying the
structure of this adsorption system can be understood
briefly examining the valency and arrangement of the ad
bate and surface layer. The unreconstructed~001! face of a
diamond-structure semiconductor has two dangling bo
per surface atom. Therefore, the adsorption of 1 monola
~ML ! of a hexavalent Group-VI element could saturate
available surface bonds, resulting in a perfect (131) termi-
nation. This adsorbate-induced dereconstruction has pr
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~12!/8704~9!/$15.00
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ously been demonstrated for S/Ge~001!,5 and, somewhat im-
perfectly, for Te/Si~001!;6 in each case, the Group-V
element was found to adsorb in a bridge site.7

The SME of Ge on Si~001! using Te as a surfactant,8–12

however, has raised additional questions about both
mechanism of the surfactant action and the structure of Te
Si~001! and Ge~001!. Surprisingly, Te was able to act as a
effective surfactant for that system down to a Te coverage
only 0.1 ML.10 This is somewhat difficult to explain sinc
passivation of the surface should require termination b
full adsorbate ML. Moreover, after prolonged Ge growth,
unexplained surface symmetry@c(232)# was reported.9,11,12

It was not clear in these SME studies whether that new
perstructure was due to the altered chemical identity of
new ‘‘substrate’’~i.e., Ge!, or whether the strained surface13

played a dominant role.
To resolve these issues and to investigate passivatio

Ge, we conducted a detailed structural study of Te adso
tion on a native Ge~001! surface using x-ray standing wave
~XSW! and low-energy electron diffraction~LEED!. As ex-
pected, we found that a full ML of Te could passivate t
Ge~001! surface by adsorbing in bridge sites with a predom
nantly (131)-like local arrangement. In addition, howeve
we found a coverage-dependent transition to ac(232) su-
perstructure, accompanied by a dramatic shift in Te adso
tion position. We explain these findings with a model whe
Te-Ge dimers are formed, with an ideal Te coverage of
ML. This structure is also able to satisfy all surface dangli
bonds, despite the reduced Te coverage. We argue that
previously unreported structure can explain both the app
ance ofc(232) LEED spots and the low-coverage surfa
tant action during SME of Te/Ge/Si~001!.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiments were conducted at beamline X15A of
National Synchrotron Light Source at Brookhaven Nation
8704 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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Laboratory. The apparatus consisted of several coupled
trahigh vacuum ~UHV! chambers ~base pressure;9
310211 torr! allowing sample preparation~molecular-beam
epitaxial growth! and characterization@LEED, Auger elec-
tron spectroscopy~AES!, and XSW#. The XSW technique
and the experimental arrangement at X15A have been ex
sively reviewed by Zegenhagen.14 A simple video camera
was used to digitize the LEED images shown here.

The Ge~001! samples were polished and degreasedex
situ, and were then mounted in a strain-free manner o
molybdenum holder prior to insertion into UHV. After de
gassing, each sample was sputtered for 1 h atTsub'500 °C
using 500-eV Ar1 ions. Each was then annealed for 10 m
at 690 °C, and then slowly cooled to room temperature~ini-
tial cooling rate'2.0 °C/s!. The annealing temperature use
is below the Ge roughening temperature, and should resu
greater long-range order.15 This cycle was repeated sever
times, resulting in a sharp, two-domain (231) LEED pat-
tern with clearc(432) streaks. AES could detect no
and typically a small amount of C contamination~;0.01
ML !.

Te was deposited from an effusion cell at'0.25 ML/min
(1 ML56.2531014cm22) on the single-crystal Ge~001!
substrates held atTsub'270 °C. Samples were prepared to
saturation coverage by exposure to;3 ML of Te. After
LEED and AES investigation, the samples were analyzed
XSW. In addition, another surface condition was inves
gated by AES, LEED, and XSW after further annealing
Tsub5420 °C for 10 min. We found that annealing toTsub
5550 °C resulted in complete desorption of the Te lay
After removing the sample from the vacuum chamber, the
coverage was determined by comparing the intensity of
Te L fluorescence to theL fluorescence of an In-implante
sample whose areal In density had been previously calibr
by Rutherford backscattering spectrometry.

For XSW analysis, the incident x-ray beam from the sy
chrotron radiation source was collimated and monoch
mated by a double-crystal monochromator and direc
through a Be window into the UHV chamber. The samp
was held at room temperature and placed so that the x
beam was Bragg reflected by either the~004! or the~022! set
of diffraction planes, using 7.5 and 7.1-keV x-rays, resp
tively. Angular piezoelectric drives on both monochroma
crystals were used to precisely scan through the several
seconds-wide Bragg reflection. At each angular step in
scan, an x-ray fluorescence spectrum was collected from
energy-dispersive Si~Li ! detector and the reflected x-ra
beam was measured by anin vacuoSi photodiode.

III. RESULTS

A. 1 ML Te/Ge„001…

After saturation with Te at 270 °C, the Te coverage w
found using x-ray fluorescence to be 1.060.1 ML.16 In ad-
dition, a distinctive, streaky LEED pattern was observ
~Fig. 1!. It is evident that significant intensity extends fro
the~00! spot to the$10% spots, and also at the zone edge fro
the $10% spots to the$11% spots. This streaked intensity re
veals a disordering along one crystallographic direction, w
sharp ordering in the perpendicular direction, as will be d
cussed below.
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To our knowledge, only one LEED pattern has previou
been reported for this adsorption system.9 The pattern was
not discussed in detail, but was reported to be a streaky
31), similar to Fig. 1. It is also worth considering mor
extensive studies of two similar cases, those of S/Ge~001!
and Te/Si~001!. Deposition of atomic S on Ge~001! resulted
in a sharp (131) LEED pattern.5 In that study, x-ray pho-
toelectron spectroscopy results supported a local arra
ment where S atoms were adsorbed at bridge sites. Ta
together, these results imply a well-ordered (131) structure
exists for S/Ge~001!. However, a streaky pattern, somewh
similar to the present one for Te/Ge~001!, has been observe
for Te/Si~001! 6,8,9,17,18 for preparation conditions like the
ones used here,19 and we have reproduced this pattern f
Te/Si~001!.20 This pattern has been described as a ‘‘strea
(131).’’ 6,8,9 Indeed, the pattern arising from our Te/Si~001!
surface has streaks of intensity that extend all the way fr
the ~00! spot to the four$01% spots.20 This pattern had been
interpreted as arising from a local (131) geometry@as for
S/Ge~001!#, but with a random distribution of missing T
rows.6 Scanning, tunneling microscopy~STM! images
clearly revealed that large areas having (131) local struc-
ture were interrupted by long atomic rows devoid of Te.6

In the present Te/Ge~001! pattern, however, it is clear tha
the intensity along the~00!-$01% directions is broadly peaked

at the half-order spot, i.e., near$0 1
2 % positions. In addition,

this pattern shows intensity extending from the$11% to $01%
spots, which was not reported in the Te/Si~001! case. After

FIG. 1. LEED patterns for Te adsorbed on Ge~001! at 270 °C
acquired at room temperature~RT! at ~a! 49 eV and~b! 68 eV
@streaky (131).#
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8706 PRB 60LYMAN, MARASCO, WALKO, AND BEDZYK
this observation, a more careful measurement of our
Si~001! patterns revealed that the intensity is also peake
the half-order positions on that surface, although the pea
much less pronounced.20 There is also a small amount o
intensity in that case at the sides of the zone, from the$11% to
$01% spots. In light of these observations, we will refer to t
Te/Ge~001! pattern in Fig. 1 as a ‘‘streaky (131),’’ but note
that there is a weak peak of intensity at the half-order po
tions.

The results from an XSW measurement using the~004!
diffraction vector for this surface preparation are shown
Fig. 2~a!. The strong modulation seen in the Te fluoresce
signal is indicative of a highly uniform Te atom distributio
Indeed, the best fit@solid line in Fig. 2~a!# reveals a coheren
fraction F004 of 0.8460.03. This value clearly indicates tha
only one atomic position@with respect to the~004! planes# is

FIG. 2. XSW scan for the~a! ~004! and ~b! ~022! diffraction
planes for Te/Ge~001! sample annealed to 270 °C. Te coverage
'1 ML.
e/
at
is

i-

e

occupied. We expect the Te mean-square-displacement
mal to the surface^u004

2 &1/2 to be approximately 0.13
60.015 Å.21 This vibrational motion should lead to
Debye-Waller reduction in the coherent fraction by a fac
of 0.8560.03. Thus, all of the width of the Te atom distr
bution along~004! can be accounted for by thermal vibra
tions.

The measured coherent positionP004 was found to be
1.0760.01, which corresponds to an adsorption height ab
the bulk-extrapolated~004! surface plane of 1.5260.02 Å.
This position is consistent with adsorption in a bridge site
the top Ge atoms are in relaxed, bulklike positions,22 this
would imply a Te-Ge bond length of approximately 2.5
60.03 Å, compared to the sum of Pauling tetrahedral ato
radii of 2.54 Å.23 Another estimate of bond lengths of co
valently bonded Te-Ge compounds with similar coordin
tions comes from electron diffraction24 and extended x-ray
absorption fine structure25,26 studies of amorphous TeG
compounds, which found Ge-Te distances of 2.59–2.605

An XSW measurement was also performed using
~022! Bragg reflection for this surface preparation.@See Fig.
2~b!.# ~Note that the expected two rotational domains on
Ge~001! surface are equivalent with respect to this diffra
tion vector.! The coherent positionP022 was found to be
1.0360.01. For an atomic spatial distribution that is center
about a twofold symmetry site,P022 is equivalent to1

2 (1
1P004). This condition is satisfied for the present measu
ments. The measured coherent fractionF022 is 0.7760.02.
This value is slightly reduced compared to the~004! case, as
will be discussed below.

B. 1
2 ML Te/Ge„001…

After annealing the sample to 420 °C for 10 min, a dr
matic change in the LEED pattern was observed.~See Fig.
3.! The predominant feature became a crosslike pattern

intensity located at the$ 1
2

1
2 % positions. In addition, some

weak spots of intensity were observed at the$0 1
2 % and$1 1

2 %
positions, reminiscent of the clean surface pattern. T
LEED pattern has never been reported for Te/Ge~001! be-
fore, but a similar pattern has repeatedly been observed
ing surfactant-mediated growth of Ge/Si~001! with Te as the
surfactant.9,11,12Its origin is unknown, but the simplest inter
pretation of this pattern is that two rotational domains o

FIG. 3. LEED pattern for a Te/Ge~001! sample annealed to
420 °C acquired at RT at 44 eV.@Streaky (&3&)R45°.#
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streaky c(232) pattern @more properly a ‘‘streaky (&
3&)R45°’’ pattern# coexist with a (231) pattern. Presum
ably, the Te are arranged in small domains with (&
3&)R45° local geometry, and there are also areas, ei
Te-covered or of bare Ge, having a (231) reconstruction.
The~Te MNN!/~GeLMM! Auger ratio was found to decreas
upon annealing to 0.6 that of the low-temperature surfa
indicating significant desorption of Te occurred. We did n
perform fluorescence analysis on this sample, but estim
the coverage to be 0.660.1 ML based on the AES and fluo
rescence results from the low-temperature structure. As m
tioned above, all of the Te desorbed from the sample u
annealing to 550 °C.

The ~004! XSW data and analysis are shown in Fig. 4~a!.
The measured coherent positionP004 was found to be 1.02
60.01, indicating a Te-adsorption height above the bu

FIG. 4. XSW scan for the~a! ~004! and ~b! ~022! diffraction
planes for a Te/Ge~001! sample annealed to 420 °C. Te coverage
'0.6 ML.
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extrapolated~004! surface plane of 1.4460.02 Å. This value
represents an inward shift of 0.08 Å compared to the surf
prepared with the lower annealing temperature. A high
herent fractionF004 of 0.8560.03 was found, indicating tha
only one atomic adsorption position@with respect to the
~004!-planes# is occupied. Due to this inward shift and th
change in the surface long-range order, it is unlikely that
high-temperature position can be explained by adsorptio
a simple bridge site. A Te adsorbate in a bridge site at
measured adsorption height would have a Te-Ge bond le
of approximately 2.48 Å, significantly smaller than the su
of the tetrahedral covalent radii.

For the~022! measurement, the coherent positionP022 of
1.0160.01 is again consistent with the result expected~from
the P004 value! for a symmetric atomic spatial distribution
@See Fig. 4~b!.# However, the measured coherent fracti
F022 of 0.6060.02 is significantly lower thanF004. This
value indicates that more than one inequivalent atomic p
tion @with respect to the~022! planes# is occupied. This ob-
servation also argues against occupation of a bridge
since the bridge site is located directly at a twofold symm
ric site, a population composed of bridge-site atoms will n
essarily contain only positions that are equivalent with
spect to the~022! planes. Thus, we conclude that, upo
heating to 420 °C, the surface undergoes a structural tra
tion wherein approximately half the Te is desorbed, and
remaining Te atoms occupy a fundamentally different atom
site.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. 1 ML Te/Ge„001… structure

The low-temperature-annealed~1 ML Te! structural data
are natural to interpret in terms of the simple bridge-bond
position that is suggested from simple valency consid
ations, and appears in the related S/Ge~001! ~Ref. 5! and
Te/Si~001! systems.6,7 There is also some experimental27 and
theoretical28–30 evidence that this site is occupied in the S
Si~001! system, and also some experimental31 and
theoretical29 support for this site for S/Si~001!.

Indeed, the present XSW data for the low-temperat
structure strongly favor the simple bridge-bonded configu
tion. However, the LEED pattern is streaked, i.e., there

$0 1
2 % spots that are greatly elongated along one direction,

are fairly sharp in the transverse direction. These obse
tions favor a model that has good long-range order in o
direction but significant disorder in the other direction. T
slight peaking at the half-order position reveals the existe
of a weak (231) periodicity in the long-range order that
not easily explained by this local structural model.

In an incisive STM study of Te/Si~001!, large regions of
(131) local structure were seen to be irregularly interrup
by long rows devoid of adsorbates, with an average width
the Te-occupied regions of 5 to 6 rows.6 The origin of the
missing rows is thought to be the compressive surface st
induced by placing larger-atomic-radius Te adsorbates on
Si substrate. This stress must be relieved by occasional m
ing Te rows, reducing the Te coverage to approximat
0.7520.83 ML.6,12 The missing row of Te allows the Te
islands to expand laterally, so that adjacent Te islands w
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separated by only approximately 1.5a @a53.84 Å, the
Si~001! unit cell dimension#.6 ~See Fig. 5.! Stress-relieving
arrays of missing adsorbate rows have also been observ
the Sb/Si~001! ~Ref. 32! and Bi/Si~001! ~Ref. 33! systems.
As mentioned above, the random array of missing rows
Te/Si~001! can explain the streaking in the (131) LEED
pattern.~It cannot, however, explain any peaking of intens
at the half-order positions.! Further, note that no streakin
was reported for the S/Ge(001)-(131) case,5 where the
atomic radii of S and Ge would not suggest that the surf
is under compressive stress.

For the present case of Te/Ge~001!, the similarity of the
LEED patterns to those for Te/Si~001! described in the
literature6,8,9,17,18and observed in our laboratory20 leads us to
believe that similar mechanisms are at work. Although
Ge lattice is 4.3% larger than that of Si, it is still likely th
the Ge surface cannot accommodate a full ML of Te ads
bates. While the central value of our absolute measurem
of the saturation Te coverage is 1.0 ML, these considerat
make it more likely that the true value lies at the lower s
of the uncertainty~60.1 ML!. Thus, missing Te rows ar
also expected for Te/Ge~001!, accounting for the streaking
observed in the present studies. Moreover, the lateral ex
sion of the Te islands would place the Te atoms in sligh
inequivalent positions with respect to the~022! @but not the
~004!# diffraction vector. In the Te/Si~001! case, the averag
Te-Te distance was approximately 4.124.2 Å.6 If this Te-Te
spacing is maintained for the Te/Ge~001! surface, then an
average width for the Te-occupied regions of approximat
8 rows would fully account for the observed reduction of t
coherent fractionF022 to 0.7760.02. The increased separ
tion between missing rows for Ge compared to Si is also
agreement with the lower compressive surface stress
pected for Ge~due to its larger lattice spacing!, and the Te
coverage predicted by this model is consistent with our m
sured value.

It is not possible with the present data alone to explain
origin of the weak (231) periodicity observed with LEED
However, combining the results of this study with previous
published work for Te/Si~001!, it is possible to construct a

model consistent with the observed data. The$0 1
2 % LEED

beams were elongated in the~00!-$01% direction, but sharp in

the transverse~i.e., $1̄ 1
2 %-$1 1

2 %) direction. This result indi-
cates that there is good long-range order in one direction,

FIG. 5. Schematic diagram of the Te/Ge(001)-(131) structure.
The Te atoms~open circles! are in bridge positions. A missing T
and Ge row is shown, allowing lateral Te relaxation.~Note the
different crystallographic orientation of the missing Te row th
Fig. 6 of Ref. 6.!
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poor long-range order in the other direction; furthermore,
direction of good long-range order must be perpendicula
the direction of the doubling of the unit-cell periodicity.

In the STM study of missing rows of Te in the Te/Si~001!
system, the last occupied Te rows were observed to exp
laterally into the missing row. We suggest that the pairi
responsible of the (231) LEED pattern occurs within the
missing row. However, the direction of the unit-ce
doubling precludes a simple dimerization of Ge left unco
ered by Te, as that dimerization would necessarily be para
to the missing row. Instead, we suggest that an atomic row
Ge is also missing. This arrangement would allow the
rows to expand laterally without stretching the length of t
Te-Ge bonds, consistent with relieving the stress resul
from adsorbing large Te atoms into the Ge lattice. The
saturated Ge atoms would then rebond across the mis
row, reminiscent of a surface dimer, to lower their dangli
bond density, as schematically indicated in Fig. 5.

Since the missing rows are expected to have an ave
spacing of about 8 times the Te row spacing, seve
missing-row structures would be found within the coheren
length of the LEED beam. This atomic arrangement wo
lead to a (132) diffraction spot that was sharp in one dire
tion ~since the rows are long! but elongated in the othe
direction ~since the rows are only one dimerized-unit wid
with a broad distribution of row-row spacings!,34 consistent
with the observed diffraction pattern. We caution that w
have no direct evidence for the Ge bonding arrangem
shown in Fig. 5, but note that this is a common distortion
the diamond lattice found at defects atinternal interfaces as
a way of accommodating stress.35 It seems likely that similar
configurations could be found in the selvedge region in
sponse to adsorbate-induced stress. Note that the S
study6 found that annealing to 300 °C in the presence of
little as 0.1 ML Te was sufficient to cause ML-dee
‘‘trenches’’ to form in the Si substrate, suggesting that Te
easily capable of inducing the suggested rearrangemen
Ge.

In contrast to this model that requires submonolayer
coverage, it is worth examining a careful LEED study18 of
(132) periodicity in the related case of Te/Si~001!. After
annealing to 600 °C, the (131) pattern for Te/Si~001! was
seen to give way to a sharp (132) pattern. This transition
was characterized by streaky splitting of the nascent h
order spots during annealing above 400 °C before the in
sity coalesced into a well-defined (132) spot at 600–
650 °C. The streaking was interpreted as stemming fr
spreading of (132)-like domain walls separating regions o
(131) local structure; eventually, the (132) domains cover
the whole surface. No claims were made for the atomic
ometry accounting for the (132) structure. However, it was
inferred that the local Te coverage was still 1 ML, and th
some unexplained pairing of Te atoms was responsible
the (132) periodicity. This picture was supported by
‘‘preliminary tensor LEED analysis,’’18 but was not followed
up in a subsequent publication.17

Similarly, Te-Te dimers were proposed in a differe
study to explain a sharp (132) pattern reported for
Te/Si~001!.36 In that work, however, Te was deposited b
exposing the substrate to a CdTe flux as it cooled fr
850 °C to 350 °C the high-temperature exposure reporte
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resulted in significant Te indiffusion.36 High-temperature
CdTe exposure has even been reported to produce a S2
structure at the CdTe/Si~001! interface.37 Thus, it is not clear
that this surface is related to one formed by low-tempera
exposure to elemental Te. Moreover, it is difficult to expla
what the driving force for Te-Te dimer formation would b
In summary, we cannot rule out the possibility that su
Te-Te pairing is responsible for the (132) periodicity evi-
dent for Te/Ge~001!, and acknowledge that such pairin
could also explain the small diminution in the value ofF022
recorded for this surface. However, we argue that
missing-row scenario more simply explains the observatio
is better justified by valency considerations, and has b
more conclusively demonstrated via STM for the case
Te/Si~001!.

B. 1
2 ML Te/Ge„001… structure

The high-temperature-annealed structure is more elu
to determine than the low-temperature structure. Since
AES signal is about 0.6 that of the low-temperature case,
Te coverage is consistent with 0.5 ML (0.660.1 ML). The
inward shift of the Te atoms compared to the lo
temperature structure means that the high-temperature s
ture cannot simply consist of a different long-range order
of the same local Te structure, i.e., the XSW data rule
simple-bridge occupancy.

Turning back to valency considerations, we observe th
is possible to satisfy all dangling bonds with only one
atom for every two surface unit cells. We propose tha
Te-Ge dimer spans each pair of surface unit cells. With
arrangement of heterodimers shown in Fig. 6, this can for
(&3&)R45° superstructure unit cell, easily and natura
explaining the symmetry of the LEED pattern observed.

The consistency of this proposed structure with valen
requirements can be most easily shown by the follow
thought experiment. Consider a Ge~001! surface covered
with Group-V atoms@As,38 Sb,39 or Bi ~Ref. 4!#. In those
known structures, a dimer for each two unit cells fills
dangling bonds of both the surface Ge layer and the Grou
layer. The Group-V atoms have one filled lone-pair orbi
plus three covalent bonds.~Simple electron counting would
result in 2e/lone pair13e/covalent bonds55 valence elec-
trons per atom.! Now imagine, in the classic way,40 trans-
porting one proton from one member of the Group-V dim
to the other member, resulting in a heterodimer compose
one Group-IV atom and one Group-VI atom. Again, the a

FIG. 6. Schematic diagram of the Te/Ge~001!-(&3&)R45°
structure. Te and Ge atoms form dimers, which are located on
indicated (&3&)R45° mesh.
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erage valency of the surface adsorbates is 5, and again
arrangement can satisfy all substrate dangling bonds as
as obey electron counting. This model implies some cha
is transferred from the Group-VI element to the Group-
element.

The LEED pattern displayed in Fig. 3 is not a sharp (&
3&)R45°, as the local structural model of Fig. 6 wou
predict. We attribute the streaking of the$1

2
1
2% spots to an-

tiphase domains across the reconstructed surface. As
cussed in more detail below, the photoemission results
Bennettet al. for Te/Ge/Si(001)-(232) revealed only Ge
bound to 0 or 1 Te atom.12 Thus, the heterodimers in a give
domain must be predominantly oriented in one direction,
indicated in Fig. 6, or else Ge coordinated to 2 Te ato
would occur in significant numbers. It is, however, like
that the energy barrier associated with orientational antiph
domains would be quite small, since it is possible to cre
such an antiphase domain boundary merely by having s
2-Te-coordinated Ge atoms at the edge of the domain~but
requiring no dangling bonds!. Antiphase domains could eas
ily explain the streaking in the$1

2
1
2% spots.

It is worth considering a second model that satisfies
lency considerations and has a Te coverage of 0.5 M
namely, a structure in which the Ge surface is dimerized,
Te is adsorbed in every cave site~or long-bridge site!. This
geometry was favored by Leunget al. for the
S/Ge(001)-(231) system,41 and considered by Yanget al.
for Te/Si(001)-(231).11 Upon closer inspection, it is un
likely that this structure could exist for the Te/Ge system
is not possible to form this structure with reasonable val
of bond lengths or bonding angles. If we consider the m
liberal case, where the angle between the two Te-Ge bon
allowed to be 180° and we assume an elongated Ge
dimer bond length of 2.55 Å, the Te-Ge bondlength wou
be 2.73 Å, which is more than 7% longer than the sum of
covalent radii. Moreover, we now show that this model
inconsistent with our XSW data.

The~004! XSW data show that all Te atoms are located
the same adsorption height for the (&3&)R45° structure.
However, the reduced value ofF022(0.6060.02) indicates
that not all Te are located at equivalent lateral positio
within the surface unit cell. For our proposed model~Fig. 6!,
this simply means that there is an equal population of the
symmetrically equivalent domains of Te-Ge heterodime
However, the cave-site model cannot accommodate
equivalent Te positions in any natural way, since Te adso
tion occurs in that model at a high-symmetry site. As a fin
piece of evidence in support of the heterodimer structu
preliminary first-principles calculations of various arrang
ments of 0.5 ML Te/Ge~001! showed that the propose
structure has the lowest surface energy.42

We can now use the measured value ofF022 to determine
directly the lateral displacement of the Te atoms, and t
give a complete picture of the local geometry. The coher
fraction is given as the product of three factors

FH5CaHDH , ~1!

whereC is the fraction of atoms at ordered sites,DH is the
Debye-Waller factor discussed previously,aH is a geometri-
cal factor reflecting any inequivalence in the adsorption si
andH is the diffraction vector. In this case,C'1 @based on
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the ~004! result# and we estimateD02250.9260.02.43 The
geometrical factor is a phase-weighted sum over the fl
rescing species, and for the structure proposed in Fig. 6
be given by

a0225Ucos
2pb

d022
U, ~2!

whereb is the lateral displacement of the Te atom from t
bridge site, andd022 is the interplanar spacing in the~022!
direction ~2.00 Å for Ge!. From the measured valueF022
50.6060.02, this implies thata02250.6660.03. From this
value, we can deduce thatb50.7360.01 Å @where we ex-
clude physically unreasonable inversions of Eq.~2!#. We
have thus specified completely the Te atomic position wit
the (&3&)R45° unit cell. Using these coordinates, we c
infer that the length of the Te-Ges backbond~from the Te to
the last full layer of Ge! is 2.6160.03 Å. Although we lack
information to specify the Te-Gea heterodimer bond length
we note that the measured Te position is consistent with v
reasonable values of the bond lengths and angles. For
ample, our results are consistent with lengths of 2.59
2.45 Å, for the Te-Gea dimer bond and Gea-Ges backbond,
respectively, and a bonding angle between them of 109
These are essentially identical to the sum of covalent r
and the tetrahedral angle.

Other than one LEED pattern,9 no other data exist to ou
knowledge for Te adsorption on a Ge~001! substrate. How-
ever, there have been several published studies of SM
Ge/Si~001! using Te as a surfactant.8–12 Some observations
of these studies reinforce our conclusions; reciprocally,
conclusions help explain why Te is an effective surfact
for Ge/Si~001!.

These studies all conducted growth of Ge on a T
terminated Si~001! substrate. The Te precoverage was var
in some of the studies, and effective surfactant action w
observed down to 0.1 ML.10 With regard to the present pa
per, the most distinctive observation of those studies is
appearance of a (232) ~Refs. 9 and 12! or c(232) ~Ref.
11! LEED pattern.@The possible presence of (231) spots
from Group-IV-Group-IV dimers would make it difficult to
distinguish between these patterns.# Typically, a (232) pat-
tern was reported to appear after significant Ge deposi
with concomitant Te desorption.~Te desorbs from Ge at
lower temperature than it does from Si!.20 Thus, as the Te
coverage was reduced, the (232) or c(232) pattern
emerged. This is consistent with our observations that
c(232) @i.e., (&3&)R45°# superstructure has a lowe
ideal Te coverage.

The study of Bennettet al. carefully monitored the inten
sity of Si and Ge core-level peaks during Ge deposition. T
shifted features corresponded to Si and Ge bound to
two, three, or four Te atoms.12 Referring to Figs. 5 and 6, we
see that the 1-ML structure is dominated by Ge atoms bo
to two Te atoms, while our12 ML structural model predicts
that Ge atoms will be coordinated to only one Te atom. B
nettet al. found that the Te/Si~001! starting surface predomi
nantly contained Si coordinated to two Te atoms. Simila
for the initial stages of Ge growth, the Ge was found to
coordinated to two Te atoms. It is presumed that, initia
Ge occupies only substitutional sites, and the local struc
-
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is the same as our high-Te-coverage surface, i.e, the Te
oms bridge neighboring Ge atoms. Strikingly, they fou
that at latter stages of Ge deposition, the Te coverage
halved, and the population of two-Te-coordinated Ge ato
dwindled rapidly to zero. Of the Ge that was coordinated
Te, only Ge that was bound to exactly one Te atom remai
in any significant numbers. This observation occurred at
same stage that the (232) LEED pattern emerged. Benne
et al. interpreted these data as meaning that every o
bridge site was empty, and the others were occupied by a
atom in a local structure unchanged from the initial, hig
coverage surface.12 That arrangement would leave the G
surface atoms unsatisfied, which seems unlikely. This st
ture, suggested by Bennettet al. for Te/Ge/Si~001!, is ex-
cluded by our XSW data for Te/Ge~001!, but the arrange-
ment we propose is fully consistent with their photoemiss
data for high Ge coverages. Although one would not exp
a priori that the identical structures would occur on T
Ge~001! and Te/Ge/Si~001!, the simplest interpretation is
that, in both cases, Te exists in a bridge-bonded site at h
coverages, and as a Te-Ge heterodimer at low coverage

The SME studies also give some insight as to whether
driving force for the structural rearrangement reported her
due to the lower Te coverage after annealing, or if the re
rangement simply requires higher temperatures to be a
vated. The SME studies reported the emergence of (232)
spots after Ge growth at temperatures of 2102270 °C.9,11,12

It seems clear, then, that the local Te coverage is the driv
force, and the annealing in the present study served prima
to diminish the Te coverage.

The ability of Te to satisfy Ge dangling bonds in tw
different local structures with different local coverage he
to explain why Te is such an effective surfactant over a w
range of coverages. Evidently, Te can lower the surface
ergy ~by eliminating dangling bonds! in one of two coordi-
nations, depending on the local environment. During SME
high Te coverages, Ge can replace a Te atom at a subs
tional site, while the Te atom segregates to another bri
site at the new surface.12 If, on the other hand, Ge growth i
carried out on a surface with Te-Ge heterodimers, it is r
sonable to expect that a Ge monomer could replace the
atom in the dimer. The Te atom could then take up eithe
bridge position above this Ge pair, or could migrate to a n
position in either type of site. In future time-resolved XS
studies, we will attempt to infer the energy barrier of t
suggested transition states by measuring the kinetics of
structural rearrangement.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The surface structure of Te/Ge~001!, while characterized
by simple atomic adsorption sites, exhibits complex a
subtle behavior. At high Te coverages, the adsorbates occ
simple bridge sites that reduce the local surface reconst
tion to a (131) geometry. The Te coverage saturates at n
1.0 ML. However, the compressive strain generated by
larger-atomic-radius adsorbate necessitates strain-relie
defects of missing Te rows. Also, the surface system exhi
a weak (231) periodicity that we cannot presently explai
We conclude that this periodicity is associat
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with the missing rows, but cannot exclude that it may
present in the local structure.

At lower Te coverages, an adsorption site unanticipa
for a Group-VI/Group-IV~001! interface is occupied. The T
adsorbate forms a heterodimer with a Ge atom, thereby
isfying all surface dangling bonds with close to only 0.5 M
Te coverage. Additionally, the interaction of the Te-Ge h
erodimers causes the dimer units to arrange themselves
(&3&)R45° unit mesh. The observation that Te can o
cupy two fundamentally different sites, both satisfying
dangling bonds but with different local coverages, can h
explain why Te is a particularly effective surfactant for SM
of Ge on Si~001!.
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